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WHAT IT IS: A device that allows 
quick, accurate calibration of gamma 
tools, and quality assurance with 
thermal testing

The rugged, small form factor housing 
features multiple inputs, is compatible with 
standard gamma cables, and is perfect for 
use in the shop or the field

Gamma
Calibration
Interface

Easy to use software supports 
automatic gamma API calibration in 

as little as  8 minutes

Key Features:

Effortless
Software automatically checks for updates

Convenient
Can be used with an existing calibrated radiation source

Efficient
4 gamma tools can be connected at the same time
for thermal testing

User-friendly
Generates a custom report showing the important
calibration data



 

Click here to visit Erdos Miller’s YouTube
channel for a demonstration of the

Gamma Calibration Interface

After the calibration, the software
will generate a report containing

the probe calibration ratio to keep
your gamma measurements accurate

Reduce human error by following 
simple, step by step instructions 

displayed on the computer screen

Software supports user credentials and access
control for administrators and technicians

Calibration wizard:

Software automates the calibration process
and creates a customizable report with the 
calibration data you need

Gamma readings can be taken from the
gamma tool alone, or from the full tool string

With an additional cable, gamma readings
from the MPU can be verified

Advanced Features:
Assure the quality and down-hole thermal
performance of multiple gamma tools at once

The software can create and maintain a database
of the calibration data relating to each tool

Quality assurance is made easy when you combine 
the thermal testing and databasing features

Compatibility:

Fully compatible with gamma tools from CBG Corp.,
APS Technology, GE, Hunting Titan, and Tolteq

Tools from Scientific Drilling, Schlumberger, NOV,
Mostar, Weatherford, Baker Hughes, and Axon 
should also be compatible but have not been
tested. Contact Erdos Miller for more information 

The software is compatible with Windows XP, 
Windows 7, and Windows 8
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http://youtu.be/AHiH0JUOkmk
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